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Les Pompiers de Notre-Dame
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Before the Notre-Dame de Paris fire on April 
15th, 2019, French firefighters may justifiably 
have felt somewhat short-changed by history. 
The heroic reputation of American firefighters, 
already popular heroes in a tradition reaching 
back into the 18th century, went through the roof 
after the devastating losses incurred on Sep-
tember 11, 2001, by the Fire Department of 
New York (FDNY) when the Twin Towers of the 
World Trade Center collapsed after a terrorist at-
tack with two airplanes, killing 343 firefighters. 
Closer to home, the heroic reputation of British 
firefighting services still rests squarely on their 
unflinching response to terror from the air during 
the German Blitz in 1940. By comparison, the 
French sapeurs-pompiers, though one of Eur-
ope’s oldest regular fire services, had not really 
enjoyed a strong systemic hero status, or eleva-
tion to heroic appreciation based on a particu-
lar event. Traditionally, the claim to fame of the 
Paris and Marseille fire brigades had more to do 
with their organisational status as army (Paris) 
and navy (Marseille) units. Consequently, their 
public image is not that of individualised heroes, 
but of the collective “soldats du feu”, soldiers of 
fire, and technicians of risk-taking – thus the title 
of a recent book about the French fire services 
(Boullier/Chevrier).
 Other than in the U.S. and Britain, there is 
likewise no graphic symbolism associated with 
the pompiers like the axe and the helmets with 
their elongated back for the Americans, and the 
flat steel helmets of the British World War II fire-
fighters and the civilian Auxiliary Fire Service 
(AFS). Moreover, while there is even a bande 
dessinée devoted to Les Pompiers, the same 
holds true for other professional groups like 
teachers and even rugby players, and of course 
the figures, though amiable, are less heroic than 
they are, well, comical (Cazenove/Stedo).
 On April 15th, 2019, however, the Brigade 
des sapeurs-pompiers de Paris (BSPP) got a 
chance to catch up with their international col-
leagues when their relentless efforts saved the 
towers and much of the interior of one of the 

most mythical places in French national history, 
the cathedral of Notre-Dame de Paris.
 However, despite the indisputable fact that 
the Paris fire brigade did a remarkable job, there 
are, three months later, no indications that there 
might be a collective hero story developing as a 
result of the spectacular save of one of the most 
prominent and well-known cathedrals in the 
world. The closest the media got to creating a per- 
sonal hero celebration were two individualised 
accounts of heroism – one, a priest, the other, 
a robot. And as far as the heroic attempts of the 
Paris fire brigade’s aumônier to save sacred 
objects are concerned, Le Monde only picked 
up his story once the New York Times and the 
Washington Post had already spread the word, 
calling him “une sorte de héros malgré lui” (Le 
Monde).
 There are some lessons to be learned from 
this phenomenon in view of more recent hero-
ism theory, and heroism research. Generally 
speaking, heroic agency is only accredited to 
persons (including animals), and it is situational. 
However, the main interfering force in the case 
of the Notre-Dame de Paris fire which ultimately 
prevented a more extensive heroification of the 
active – and doubtlessly heroic – participants in 
its extinction may have been the church itself.
 This hypothesis warrants an explanation, of 
course. The situation called for heroic action, the 
storyline for heroes. However, among the partici- 
pant forces in the myth-making action were not 
only the firefighters themselves, and of course 
the national as well as international media, but 
the French political class and their special situ- 
ation at the time. The media here as everywhere 
else are always eager for the heroic, preferably if 
laced with tragedy. If a calamitous event can be 
personalised into a heroic individual effort, sacri-
fice, or even death, the marketability of the story 
increases accordingly. The political class consti-
tuted a set of particularly mitigating circumstances 
of their own. They encumbered myth-making, in 
so far as the Notre-Dame fire happened during 
a period of political unrest. So-called yellow-vest 
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water onto the flames – unless one knows what 
is going on, from training or experience, fighting 
a fire from a hoseline can look rather boring. 
 Heroic victimisation expectations were 
thwarted by a combination of professional effi-
ciency and that bit of luck even the most skilled 
firefighter needs. There was nobody to be res-
cued, and nobody was seriously hurt, so TV sta-
tions were reduced to showing, again and again, 
how the steeple collapsed and disappeared onto 
and unfortunately also into the building, creating 
a hole in the ceiling and thus both destabilising 
the whole structure and opening a venue for 
burning debris to get into the choir itself. 
 And then the fire was out. The French sources 
over the next few days show a rather unified 
image of praise for the collective action of the 
BSPP. Not that there was no calling of heroes: 
Paris Match, likewise RTL and France 3 chan-
nel all celebrated “pompiers héros” and “héros 
de sauvetage” which they saluted (RTL; France 
3; Paris Match). The Paris-based central state  
reacted with alacrity: within 72 hours after the 
fires were cold, President Macron and Mayor Hi-
dalgo had bestowed a medal of merit to all fire-
fighters who had been part of the effort.
 This, however, is exactly the point where the 
events become interesting. There is no indica-
tion that either Chief Jean-Claude Gallet or any 
of the ten-plus who risked everything were given 
preferred or special treatment or honors. Images 
in the press from this ceremony, which of course 
must have followed a certain military format and 
ritual (cf. Boullier/Chevrier 69), look as if they 
were taking active pains not to let the military 
nature show too much – France is, after all, a 
post-heroic society, and except for the parade on 
Quatorze Juillet, overt semblances of militarism 
are usually avoided. Certainly, the firefighters 
were not wearing their regulation gala uniforms, 
which might have been considered appropriate 
for the occasion after all (cf. Direction générale 
de la sécurité civile 39).
 Which left only two curiosities unguarded 
against heroification efforts, and those came 
mostly from international rather than national 
media: the firefighting robot that the Pompiers 
deployed inside the church once officers decided 
that a structural cave-in was becoming too much 
of a danger to risk lives. By then, most of the im-
portant and (re-)movable pieces of art from inside 
the church had been salvaged by firefighters, in-
cluding the department’s chaplain. Departmental 
chaplains have been focal figures at least since 
Father Mychal Judge suffered a deadly heart 
attack during the 9-11 events (von Essen 219), 
becoming the first officially registered victim on 
that fateful day. Unfortunately for the media, and 

anti-government activists were staging violent 
protests in Paris and other cities on a weekly  
basis, wreaking havoc, and not refraining from 
creating not just the ‘normal’ post-protest detritus 
of broken windows, burning cars, and garbage 
cans, but damaging other national myth sites like 
the Arc de Triomphe. Speculations about their in-
volvement flared up briefly while the fire was still 
burning, but as quickly gave way to relief that 
most of the cathedral had been saved by a vali- 
ant effort in which firefighters risked their lives, 
but did not lose them (O’Gradaigh). 
 Finally there is the cathedral itself, prominent 
in Pierre Nora’s Lieux de Mémoire (Nora III 3) 
between Vézelay and the Loire castles and one 
of only seven places named individually. And 
even though not many Parisians would describe 
themselves as religious, the cathedral is beyond 
doubt a symbolic space of considerable import- 
ance to the identity of the city, and by extension 
the French people (cf. Tacke).
 Against this background, rumors about the 
cause of the fire immediately spread alongside 
and further than the flames themselves. The 
possibility that the cause of the fire had been  
arson rather than the more likely carelessness 
and stupidity of a construction worker too indo-
lent to follow instructions and leave the premises 
for a smoke, was taken up by journalists and 
bounced around on social media. The media 
also jumped immediately at yet another classical 
Trumpism when the American president called 
for airplanes to throw water on the Notre-Dame 
roof. True, what was burning was a veritable  
medieval forest of hundreds of trees, convert-
ed into roof-beams centuries ago. The probable 
result of several tons of water dropped from a 
plane, however, would in all likelihood have been 
a structural cave-in. However, the medial dam-
age was done, part of the debate shifted away 
from the fight inside the towers and on the scaf-
folding around them to a typical case of fake 
news. And of course media like the sensation-
alist Daily Mail almost immediately asked why it 
took firefighters so long to get at what was clearly 
a rapidly developing fire – a question only some-
body can ask who has never dragged a full set of 
equipment including hoselines up a narrow flight 
of stairs to the height at which the fire could be 
fought with any expectations for success.
 The firefighting effort itself was conducted with 
quiet, collective efficiency (Haferburg). At least 
ten firefighters risked their lives entering into the 
already burning North tower and extinguishing 
the flames there. Their efforts are hardly visible 
in the news footage – an occasional colorfully 
dressed figure briefly showing on the outside 
of the tower, others seemingly stolidly pouring 
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not yet reached even the Wikipedia page of the  
Paris Fire Brigade, neither in French nor in Eng-
lish. But of course there was a page for the fire 
itself (“Incendie de Notre-Dame de Paris”).
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a further impediment to a heroic story unfolding, 
Father Jean-Marc Fournier, who is a veteran of 
the French involvement in Afghanistan, and had 
been at the Bataclan terrorist attack, is not the 
kind of person who enjoys being made the center 
of attention, and even though USA Today’s Kim 
Hjelmgaard tried to link him to the salvaging of 
Jesus’ crown of thorns (Hjelmgaard), Christian 
mythology that would have worked wonders in 
the US fell flat in secular France.
 Both the reluctant heroism of Father Fournier 
and the robot signal distances between the hero- 
ic narratives told on either side of the Atlantic. 
There is a marked reluctance among European 
firefighters to risk their lives unnecessarily. Hero- 
ic death is not one of the factors determining 
French firefighter identity – in fact, the mortal-
ity rate among firefighters is lower than that of 
the average male population (Deschamps et al. 
646).
 The main factor to push the heroic firefighters 
into the background, however, was the building 
itself. Notre-Dame de Paris. Other than the ir-
redeemable World Trade Center it had survived 
the fire, other than the sinister and seclusive 
Pentagon, Notre-Dame is one of the central and 
almost obligatory sites to visit in all of France. It 
is a place, as politicians did not fail to mention, 
that is not just a national site of memory, but an 
international one. As an article in the German 
weekly Die Zeit noted, it was as if the world had 
caught on fire (Raether 7), and another linked 
Notre-Dame de Paris and other Gothic style cath- 
edrals and their function of bringing the light into 
the architectural world (Greiner 48). Further-
more, in the French context the fire had placed 
side by side the royalist-catholic side of nation-
al memory, represented by the magnificent 13th 
century cathedral, and the republican-laicist side 
represented by the fire service (cf. Rausch 676). 
And in that contest, the cathedral and the con-
cerns over its salvation, its future, and its poten-
tial restoration prevailed.
 Thus, there is a logic that on April 20th already, 
stories about the firefighters all but stopped, and 
the attention turned to the rebuilding effort, money 
donations, and the amount of potentially poison-
ous lead in the environment as a result of the 
mediaeval roof burning. The city seal’s ‘fluctuat 
nec mergitur’ has become metonymically en-
closed in the myth-making, the building itself is 
shaken again and again by bad news and thus 
increasingly became the heroic character – with 
some martyr qualities – of the story itself.
 Firefighters around the world know how diffi-
cult the job done by the BSPP was, and how lucky 
we were that everybody got to go home. True 
to style, by May 31st, the Notre-Dame fire had 
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